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Regional Plan Certification:
Pursuant to Sections 30-28-105 through 30-28-110, C.R.S., the Denver Regional Council of Governments (DRCOG)
adopted by Resolution No. 5, 2011 (Feb. 16, 2011), this Metro Vision 2035 Plan for the area described in the plan. The
plan is part of DRCOG's regional master plan for the Denver region. The plan, as so adopted, supersedes any regional
master plan for said area previously adopted by DRCOG.

What is Metro Vision?
For more than 50 years, the cities and counties of the Denver region have worked together as
the Denver Regional Council of Governments (DRCOG) to further a shared vision of the future
of the metro area and to make life better for residents. That vision has taken various forms over
the years. The current version, referred to as Metro Vision, is founded on the following vision
statement, which local communities developed in collaboration with the region’s business,
civic and environmental leaders and formally adopted in 1992.

Metro Vision Guiding Vision
Adopted 1992
With regional cooperation as its keystone, the
Metro Vision plan promotes a high quality
metropolitan setting within which its people
will live, work, and recreate. To advance and
sustain this future, the region must function as
an association of interrelated communities.
Recognizing this, the economic, cultural and
geographical significance of downtown Denver
to the region must be acknowledged.
The health of downtown Denver, urban cores
and the surrounding communities is necessary
for, and synergistically linked to, the success
and vitality of the region. To promote the
health of all communities in the region, an
equitable sharing of the costs and benefits of
regional development is needed. This sharing
could provide every community the resources
to respond to the impacts of growth consistent
with a vision for itself, while giving each a stake
in quality planning and development for the
health of the region as a whole.
Effective and efficient cooperative use of
limited resources, whether financial, societal or

natural, is essential to achieve the goals of the
plan and progress toward a sustainable future.
Through the implementation of the regional
plan, the region can be a place where its
people live close to where they work and play,
where a balanced transportation network
connects mixed-use urban centers, where
urban communities are defined by significant
open space, and where cultural diversity and
respect for the natural environment are
celebrated.
The physical and cultural diversity of the many
communities which comprise the Denver
region creates the opportunity for a wide
variety of economic development initiatives
and living styles. Individual communities
should prosper by contributing to regional
efforts in regional facilities, transportation, air
quality, water quality, water supply, waste
management, provision of open space and
land use mix. In turn, a stronger, more “livable”
region will serve to strengthen and sustain its
individual communities.
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For nearly two decades since the adoption of
this vision statement, Metro Vision has
served as the foundation for an ongoing
conversation about how best to protect the
quality of life that makes our region such an
attractive place to live, work, play and raise
families.
The ideals of Metro Vision are now central to
the policy and planning decisions of the
DRCOG Board of Directors, providing an
agenda for action that integrates regional
growth and development, transportation
and environmental management into one
comprehensive planning framework. The
DRCOG Board released its first Metro Visionthemed plan in 1997 – Metro Vision 2020 -and has continued the dialogue about how
best to achieve the vision of Metro Vision
ever since.
This latest update of the Metro Vision Plan
document is the primary policy statement of
the DRCOG Board of Directors. It outlines the
broad goals and strategies chosen by the
Board to make life better for residents and
provides the context for specifics of the
Board’s approach for fulfilling Metro Vision
(see supporting plans and documents
located in Appendix C).
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A Dynamic, Flexible Process
The hallmark of the Metro Vision planning process has been the open, collaborative and
flexible nature of the dialogue. While the region has a strong shared sense of its collective future, the Board of Directors recognizes implementation of the vision requires local
action, and moreover, individual communities will pursue the ideals of Metro Vision
through different pathways and at different speeds. Six core principles have guided this
dialogue since its inception:

Key Metro Vision Principles
Metro Vision protects and enhances the
region’s quality of life.
Metro Vision’s most basic purpose is to
safeguard for future generations the region’s
many desirable qualities, including beautiful
landscapes, interesting and livable communities, cultural and entertainment facilities, and
employment and educational opportunities.
Metro Vision is aspirational, long-range
and regional in focus.
Metro Vision’s planning period extends to
2035 to help the region address future
concerns, while considering current priorities
too. The plan expresses a high-level, regional
perspective on how the region as a whole
can fulfill the vision of Metro Vision.
Metro Vision offers direction for local
implementation.
Local governments can use Metro Vision as
they make decisions about land use planning
and development. Metro Vision also helps
local governments coordinate their efforts
with one another and with other organizations.

Metro Vision respects local plans.
The region’s local governments developed
Metro Vision, working collaboratively
through DRCOG. The plan doesn’t replace
the vision of any individual community; it is
a framework for addressing common issues.
Metro Vision is sensitive to the decisions
local governments make in determining
when and where growth will occur. Metro
Vision also recognizes that each community
has its own view of growth.
Metro Vision encourages communities to
work together.
The impacts of growth don’t recognize
jurisdictional boundaries and it is important
for jurisdictions to address growth collaboratively. Metro Vision provides the framework for doing that; DRCOG provides the
forum.
Metro Vision is dynamic and flexible.
Metro Vision reflects contemporary perspectives on the future of the region and is
updated as conditions and priorities change.
The DRCOG Board makes minor revisions to
the plan annually and major updates every
four years.

Mile High Compact
In 2000, five counties and 25 municipalities
came together to affirm their commitment to
Metro Vision by signing the Mile High
Compact, a landmark intergovernmental
agreement to manage growth by adhering
to the ideals in Metro Vision. As of January
2011, 46 communities representing almost
90 percent of the region’s population have
signed the agreement. The binding agreement commits communities to:
 Adopt a comprehensive land use
plan that includes a common set
of elements;
 Use growth management tools
such as zoning regulations, urban
growth boundaries and
development codes;
 Link their comprehensive plans to
Metro Vision, which outlines
regional growth management;
and
 Work collaboratively to guide
growth and ensure planning
consistency.

Mile High Compact Signin
g

While the ultimate success of Metro Vision
depends on local implementation efforts,
DRCOG promotes regional collaboration by
educating elected officials, local government

Ceremony, August 10, 20
00

staff and citizens on the issues and ideals
identified in Metro Vision, and by focusing
attention on the long-term costs and benefits
associated with the decisions we make today.
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A Focus on Outcomes

Building on Success and
Facing New Challenges
Since the Metro Vision Guiding Vision was
adopted in 1992, the Denver region has seen
many changes. Numerous successful regional initiatives have captured national and
international attention, including attainment
of federal air quality standards for several
pollutants, completion of the T-REX transportation expansion program, construction of
the Denver International Airport and several
major sports venues, voter approval and
initial construction of the FasTracks transit
expansion program (one of the largest public
works projects in the nation), major infill and
redevelopment projects including Stapleton
and Belmar, and extensive local planning for
transit-oriented communities along current
and planned transit lines. These types of
initiatives not only serve to protect and
enhance the quality of life in our region, but
also support a strong and vibrant regional
economy.
As the Denver metro region continues to
grow and evolve, we face new and ongoing
challenges to our quality of life and economic prosperity. Between 2010 and 2035,
the region’s population is forecast to increase
almost 50 percent, from almost 3 million to
more than 4 million people. The population age 60 and over is growing especially
fast and is expected to increase 30 percent
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The DRCOG Board of Directors recognizes
addressing these challenges and ensuring a
high quality of life for residents of all ages,
income and abilities requires integrated
solutions that create multiple economic,
environmental and social benefits. The A

Focus on Outcomes
in the next five years alone. By
2035, one in four residents of
the DRCOG region – more than 1
million people – will be 60 years
old or older. This demographic
shift has profound implications
for regional and local planning, as
housing and transportation needs
change with the needs of the
population.
Changing Lifestyles. The singleuse, low-density development
patterns prevalent throughout
much of the region today may not
adequately meet the needs of
many older adults, limiting their
housing and transportation choicess
and effectively isolating them from
services, shopping, recreation and
other opportunities. Many of
today’s younger adults – the children of the Baby Boomers and an
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even larger cohort than their parents, the
Baby Boomers – prefer to live in more urbanized areas with walkable, mixed-use neighborhoods served by transit.i
Cost of Living. Affordable housing in compact, mixed-use, transit- and pedestrianfriendly neighborhoods is currently in short
supply.ii Rising land prices near rail-transit
stations have resulted in home prices and
rental rates beyond the reach of many households.iii Conventional suburban neighborhoods may offer more affordable housing
options due to lower land costs, but residents
of these areas often shoulder more transportation costs associated with longer commutes
and fewer alternatives to driving alone.vi The
average working family in the Denver region
spends 59 percent of its income on housing
and transportation costs combined, whereas
45 percent is considered an affordable level
for these combined costs.v

active state with the lowest obesity rate in the
nation, obesity rates here have nearly doubled
since 1995, which means our state is actually
gaining weight faster than the rest of the
nation.vii
Environmental Pollution. Motor vehicles
are a significant source of greenhouse gas
emissions and the pollutants that combine in
the atmosphere to form ground-level ozone,
a powerful lung irritant that is a persistent
problem for the Denver region. Reducing
transportation-related emissions requires a
suite of strategies such as cleaner fuels, more
fuel-efficient vehicles, transit, bicycle and
pedestrian facilities, as well as development
patterns and transportation options that
reduce the need to drive.

Limited Resources. Limited resources – both
natural and fiscal – further challenge the
region to find efficient ways to grow and
develop. Water is a particularly scarce rePublic Health Risks. Our reliance on automo- source in the arid mountain west. Building
new infrastructure, whether for water supply,
biles and development patterns that reflect
and reinforce this reliance affects the quality of wastewater treatment, or transportation,
life in other ways as well. Auto-centric lifestyles becomes increasingly challenging as the costs
to simply maintain existing infrastructure in
have led people to become more sedentary,
putting them at higher risk for chronic illnesses good condition continue to rise. For example,
in 2010 the proportion of state-maintained
such as obesity, diabetes, heart and lung
vi
roadways in “poor” condition rose above 50
diseases. Inadequate access to open space,
percent, underscoring the need for significant
trails, parks, and bike and pedestrian facilities
investments in maintenance.viii
can also contribute to sedentary lifestyles.
Although Colorado prides itself on being an
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A Focus on Outcomes
The DRCOG Board of Directors recognizes
addressing these challenges and ensuring a
high quality of life for residents of all ages,
incomes and abilities requires integrated
solutions that create multiple economic,
environmental and social benefits. The
Board has identified key benefits it hopes to
realize through the strategies outlined in the
plan. The Board also identified measurable
outcomes and goals associated with these
benefits.
Each goal represents a region-wide aspiration that local governments in the Denver
metropolitan area will collectively work
toward, each contributing in a manner
appropriate to local circumstances and
objectives. Goals help measure the regional,
collaborative progress in achieving the
vision. As new information becomes available or circumstances change, the DRCOG
membership may modify goals accordingly.
Achieving each goal will not only result in
direct benefits, but also in co-benefits by
promoting progress toward other goals. For
example, achieving the density goal will help
the region make progress toward the open
space, water use, mode share and VMT goals.
Achieving the VMT goal will in turn promote
progress toward the greenhouse gas emission reductions goal.
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Goal Relationships
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Metro Vision Goals

*Numbers on chart represent a 10% increase in density between 2006 and 2035; density data
for 2000 was not available at the time of publication
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A Plan for a Sustainable Future
Building on the foundation of the Metro
Vision Guiding Vision, the remainder of this
document lays out policies in three main
areas: growth and development, transportation, and environment. The table below
summarizes the specific elements addressed
within each area. Each element includes a
vision statement, goal statement,
and list of supporting policies. The
table also indicates which plan
elements the DRCOG Board revised
or added in this plan update. Many
of the elements are carried over
directly from the previous Metro
Vision plan, adopted by the Board in
2007.
The policies embodied in Metro
Vision work together synergistically
to address regional challenges and
promote progress toward regional
goals. The plan particularly emphasizes the integration of land use and
transportation, by focusing transportation investments in those areas
where growth is expected and by
promoting development patterns
that maximize the benefits from
those transportation investments.
This integration, in turn, supports
many of the policies outlined in the
environment section.
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Growth and Development
Metro Vision’s Growth and Development
policies aim to influence the type and
location of new development required to
accommodate future population growth and
changing demographics. The maps here
highlight areas particularly suitable to
accommodate growth, including areas within
the Urban Growth Boundary/Area in general
and within Urban Centers and Rural Town
Centers in particular.
By focusing development in these areas, the
region can make the most efficient use of
existing infrastructure, better plan future
infrastructure, and attain regional goals such
as reductions in per capita water use, singleoccupant vehicle mode share, per capita
vehicle miles traveled, and per capita transportation greenhouse gas emissions. The
Community Design element within this
section further promotes these goals, while
ensuring the built environment accommodates the needs of residents of all ages,
incomes and abilities.
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More detailed maps and background information related to the Metro Vision Growth
and Development policies are available on
the DRCOG website at www.drcog.org.

Metro Vision sets a goal of accommodating 50%
of new housing and 75% of new employment in
Urban Centers between 2005 and 2035.
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Urban Growth Area
(UGA) communities
map only a portion of their growth
allocation. These communities
plan an additional 65 square miles
of urban development not shown
on this map.

UGA

Urban Area as of 2006
Urban Growth Boundary 2035
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Extent of Urban Development
Vision: A defined urban growth boundary/
area (UGB/A) will promote an orderly, compact and efficient pattern of future development within the region. Focusing development within the growth boundary/area will
prevent unnecessary and inefficient extension of roads, transit services, water and
wastewater treatment plants. It will reduce
regional vehicle travel, help achieve greater
density, conserve open land outside the
boundary/area and separate communities.
Goal: Ensure that urban development occurs
within a defined urban growth boundary/area
to promote an orderly, compact and efficient
pattern of future development.
Policies
1. Growth Boundary/Area. The urban
growth boundary/area defines where
urban development will take place in
the region over the next 25 years. The
boundary/area encompasses 980
square miles of urban development,
which is intended to achieve at least a
10 percent increase in the region’s
overall density between 2000 and
2035.
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2. Growth Allocation. The DRCOG Board
of Directors allocates growth areas to
each community, based on historical
development trends and future projections. Working with DRCOG, each
community determines the specific
geographic location of this growth
allocation. (See Appendix A for a listing
of each community’s allocation.)
3. Flexibility. Communities have the
flexibility to postpone committing
their allocated urban growth area until
specific development plans are in
place. These communities will be
referred to as urban growth area (UGA)
communities.
4. Compact Development. Metro Vision
promotes smaller lot sizes and multifamily housing to achieve a more
compact development pattern. At the
same time, it is recognized that density
doesn’t need to increase everywhere
within the urban area and there is a
need to accommodate varied housing
opportunities, such as multifamily and
single-family detached residential.

5. Infill and Redevelopment. Metro
Vision encourages local governments
to use overlooked vacant parcels and
under-developed parcels for infill and
redevelopment. Infill and redevelopment can absorb significant population
growth and use existing infrastructure
more efficiently.
6. Outlying Areas. Growth will be
strategically designated to conserve
appropriate areas for urban development beyond 2035 to maintain separation between the larger urban area and
smaller outlying communities and
avoid open spaces and environmentally sensitive areas.
7. Infrastructure. Metro Vision seeks to
direct future urban growth within the
urban growth boundary area into areas
where infrastructure already exists. In
newly urbanized areas, development
will be planned to provide infrastructure and services efficiently and
cost-effectively. Regional transportation systems should be provided in a
way that will most effectively encourage the desired future development.

8. Intergovernmental Coordination.
Metro Vision encourages local governments to establish intergovernmental
agreements to address planning and
service delivery issues in areas of
mutual interest.
9. Annexation. Metro Vision encourages
the annexation of unincorporated
areas within the urban growth boundary/area, consistent with local comprehensive plans and annexation procedures. Annexation should be a logical
extension of a municipality’s boundaries so the local government can
provide urban services to the annexed
area at a level equal to what is provided to the existing municipality. In that
way, annexation will not significantly
affect the ability of surrounding
jurisdictions to continue providing
necessary services.
10. Regional Facilities. Facilities such as
airports, solid waste disposal sites and
major cultural facilities will be located
to maximize their regional benefit and
minimize their impact on existing and
future development. Once these
facilities are planned and constructed,
however, future development should
not occur if it conflicts with or could
affect their sustainability.

11. Water Supply. Metro Vision calls for
urban development only in areas
where long-term water service can be
established or where adequate service
is available from an existing water
supply system. Conservation of water
resources through innovative design,
reuse, landscaping and education will
be encouraged and considered in
making service provision decisions.
Water conservation measures will be
incorporated in specific service plans.
Overall, the regional increase in water
consumption should be proportionally
less than the population increase.
12. Mining Activity. Development is
discouraged in areas with commercially viable deposits of sand, gravel
and quarry aggregate until these
deposits are extracted or the mining
causes serious, adverse impacts on the
environment or existing development.
The extraction of coal deposits will be
allowed where mining will not have
significant environmental impacts and
where it will not be incompatible with
surrounding land uses.
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DRCOG’s Urban Growth Boundary/Area – An International Model for Regional Collaboration
The Denver metro region has adopted a bottom-up approach to growth management that starts at the local government
level and relies on voluntary collaboration among communities. While setting the UGB/A can be difficult and sometimes
contentious, the DRCOG Board of Directors works together to define where growth will occur. The purpose of the UGB/A
is to:
 anticipate and direct growth;
 efficiently phase development to maximize infrastructure investment (especially transportation), saving money
and resources for taxpayers;
 stimulate infill and redevelopment activity; and
 increase overall regional density by at least 10 percent.
More than 10 years after the adoption of the original Metro Vision plan, the Board remains committed to the UGB/A as a
tool for promoting sustainable growth. The success of this voluntary approach has garnered both national and international praise for the Denver metro region.

Transit-Oriented Development
Many characteristics and benefits of urban centers are found and encouraged in smaller-scale development. Transit-oriented development is a general term describing concentrated, mixed-use, pedestrianoriented development that supports and is supported by transit facilities and service. Certain designated
urban centers, such as CityCenter Englewood, have a significant transit-oriented development component.
However, some transit station areas will not be developed as regional-scale urban centers. They may be
developed as smaller-scale centers that stimulate significant transit ridership and economic activity.
Mixed-use transit-oriented development offers many benefits. It can reduce land consumption and vehicle
miles traveled within the region. Transit-oriented development better balances jobs and housing, both
locally and within the region. It increases access to shopping and services, promotes pedestrian and bicycle
activity, and creates a sense of place and community identity. Transit-oriented development also provides
housing and transportation options for older adults.
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Urban Centers
Vision: The Denver metro region will become an international model for healthy,
livable communities by developing vibrant
urban centers connected by a robust multimodal network throughout the metro area.
While each urban center will be unique, all
urban centers will:
 

be active, pedestrian-, bicycle-, and
transit-friendly places that are more
dense and mixed in use than surrounding areas;
  allow people of all ages, incomes and
abilities to access a range of housing,
employment, and service opportunities without sole reliance on having
to drive;
  promote regional sustainability by
reducing per capita vehicle miles
traveled, air pollution, greenhouse
gas emissions and water consumption; and
  respect and support existing
neighborhoods.
Goal: Urban centers will accommodate 50
percent of new housing and 75 percent of new
employment between 2005 and 2035. (See
Appendix B for a list of recognized urban
centers)

Policies
1. Regional Advocacy and Investment.
DRCOG will take a proactive role in
identifying opportunities, providing
resources and directing investment
toward programs and infrastructure
improvements that help local governments and the private sector develop
successful urban centers.
2. Minimization of Harmful Competition. The region will advocate for
changes to tax structure to minimize
detrimental competition among local
governments for revenues and support
collaborative progress toward the
urban center vision.
3. Location. Metro Vision encourages
the development of urban centers at
infill and redevelopment sites within
the UGB/A throughout the metro area,
while recognizing the unique significance of the Denver central business
district. Metro Vision prioritizes
urban centers around existing or
proposed transit stations or with
high-frequency bus service.

5. Housing Options. Urban centers will
support housing suitable for a wide
range of incomes and the full spectrum
of life stages and physical abilities,
providing good links to jobs, services
and other opportunities and reducing
the combined cost of housing and
transportation.
6. Transportation Options. Modes such
as walking, bicycling and transit will be
equally competitive with driving within
urban centers.
7. Design: Innovative planning, zoning
and urban design strategies will
promote higher-density, mixed-use
development, pedestrian activity and
accessible public space within urban
centers. Parking management strategies, such as parking maximums and
pricing strategies where appropriate,
will minimize the potential negative
effects of parking on urban center
development and multimodal access.

4. Multimodal Connectivity. Urban
centers will have high levels of
internal connectivity and will be
well-connected to the region at large.
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Infill and Redevelopment –
Solving the Problem of Vacant
and Underutilized Properties
Many communities in the Denver region
struggle with vacant and underutilized
properties. These properties range from
poorly maintained housing to obsolete malls
and commercial strips. Vacant properties are
a significant fiscal drain on already strapped
local governments. They strain the resources
of local police, fire, building and health
departments, depreciate property values,
reduce property tax revenue, attract crime,
and degrade the quality of life for remaining
residents.
Encouraging and incentivizing infill and
redevelopment activity can help reverse the
damage and promote the economic vitality of
older neighborhoods and communities.
Development in these areas makes efficient
use of existing urban infrastructure, reducing
the need for spending on new infrastructure.
Infill and redevelopment also help promote
regional goals, such as increasing overall
regional density and reducing vehicle miles
traveled (VMT).

Freestanding Communities
Vision: The outlying communities of Boulder,
Brighton, Castle Rock and Longmont will
continue to be distinguished by their historic
town centers, their separation from the larger
urban area, and their capacity to absorb
future population and employment growth.
These communities will continue to develop
in a way that enhances their self-sufficiency.
Each will remain separate from the larger
urban area -- surrounded by an open space
or rural buffer -- and have an adequate mix of
jobs and housing, an internal transportation
system with regional transportation connections, and a town center at its core.
Goal: Maintain Boulder, Brighton, Castle Rock
and Longmont as distinct and self-sufficient
communities, separate from the larger urban
area.
Policies
1. Regional Growth. Metro Vision
encourages a significant portion of
future regional population growth
within recognized freestanding
communities.
2. Self-Sufficiency. Freestanding communities encourage a balance between
employment and population so people
can live and work in the same commu-
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nity. It is a Metro Vision goal that a
diversity of housing types be provided
for a variety of income levels.
3. Physical Separation. Freestanding
communities will establish a permanent open space or rural buffer to
maintain physical separation from the
larger urban area and retain a sense
of community identity. Highway
interchanges or transit stations will be
located away from buffer areas to avoid
development pressure.
4. Town Centers. Each freestanding
community will maintain a viable
mixed-use town center to preserve
community identity.
5. Transportation. Multimodal transportation systems will be developed in
each freestanding community. These
systems include pedestrian and bicycle
facilities, and internal and external
transit services. Communities will be
linked to the larger metropolitan area
with rapid transit and highway
facilities.

Rural Town Centers
Vision: Small, established towns and villages
found in rural places beyond the region’s
urban area will provide services, employment and entertainment for residents of the
surrounding trade area, and tourists and
travelers. Although they will serve the rural
area, the communities themselves will be
relatively compact, each with a town center,
small lots and a street grid. They also will
have the infrastructure to accommodate
population growth.
Goal: Recognize the small communities
located in the rural and semi-urban areas of
our region and more clearly define and support
their regional role.
Policies
1. Regional Growth. New development
in the rural portion of the region is
encouraged to occur within rural town
centers where necessary infrastructure,
including central water and sewer, can
be provided more efficiently.
2. Development Pattern. New development within rural town centers is
encouraged to be compact, so the
infrastructure necessary to serve the
new development can be provided
cost-effectively. Compact development
also helps differentiate between

developed and undeveloped areas,
provides for pedestrian accessibility
and maintains community identity.
Rural town centers are encouraged to
promote infill and redevelopment
activity within their existing boundaries for compact development and the
use of existing infrastructure.
3. Self-sufficiency. Where appropriate,
rural town centers will encourage
economic development to improve the
balance between employment and
population. An appropriate mix of
zoning designations will ensure that
necessary services and employment
generators are provided for so the
community can become more selfsufficient. Other communities have an
abundance of employment (Black
Hawk, Central City), but limited work
force housing. These rural town centers
will encourage the development of
affordable housing options and accessibility to jobs.
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Large-Lot Development
Vision: A limited amount of low-density
large-lot development will continue to occur
beyond the urban growth boundary/area,
contributing to the region’s diversity of land
uses. Careful planning will minimize its
financial, environmental and visual impacts.
Special care will avoid developing in potential future open space areas. Semi-urban
development, in particular, will be planned
to avoid interfering with the urban area’s
logical future expansion beyond 2035.

4. Open Space. Large-lot development
will avoid potential future open space
areas as identified in the Regional Open
Space Plan and other sensitive environmental areas, unless mitigated through
creative subdivision and site design.

Goal: Manage the extent of low-density,
large-lot development occurring on the
periphery of the urban area consistent with
Metro Vision’s stated policies.

5. Planning Tools. Local governments
are encouraged to adopt and use
innovative planning tools to manage
large-lot development.

Policies
1. Regional Growth Target. Limit the
total amount of semi-urban development in 2035 to a proportion that does
not exceed the current (2006) proportion of semi-urban households, estimated to be approximately 3 percent.

6. Infrastructure Investment. The
priority for investing regional funds in
transportation infrastructure and other
services is the urbanized area within
the urban growth boundary/area.
Regional funds should, in general,
not be expended to serve large-lot
development.

2.
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3. Urban Reserves. Cities and counties
are encouraged to work cooperatively
in establishing intergovernmental
agreements that identify joint planning
areas where future contiguous urban
development beyond 2035 will occur.

Discouraged in Urbanized Areas.
New large-lot development is specifically discouraged within the urban
growth boundary/area or other areas
defining where future urban development will occur.

7. Financial Accountability. To the
extent practical, local jurisdictions
should ensure that large-lot development, like all development, pays its
own way.

8. Water and Wastewater Provisions. It
is preferred that development occur in
areas where central water and wastewater treatment can be provided.
However, it is recognized that large-lot
development is often served by either
decentralized or on-site systems.
Regardless of the technology, in areas
where large-lot development is
planned, it must be ensured that
adequate water supply and wastewater treatment can be provided.
9. Mining Claims. Limited development
currently occurs on historic mining
parcels, but these parcels represent a
significant inventory of the region’s
undeveloped land. Local jurisdictions
should discourage development on
mining claims that do not meet the
development standards of the jurisdiction, especially access and setback
requirements.
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Community Design
Vision: Communities will accommodate the
transportation, housing, social, economic,
environmental, health, recreational and
service needs of a growing and aging population through sustainable development
patterns and community design. The successful integration of multimodal transportation and land use will create healthy communities that provide for people of all ages,
incomes and abilities. Communities will pay
particular attention to the needs of older
adults, which represent the fastest-growing
segment of the population.
Goal: Promote development patterns and
community design features to meet the needs
of people of all ages, incomes, and abilities
while supporting a variety of Metro Vision
goals including:
 Locate 50 percent of new housing and
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75 percent of new employment within
urban centers
 Reduce the percent of trips to work by
single-occupant vehicle to 65 percent
by 2035
 Reduce regional per capita vehicle
miles traveled (VMT) 10 percent
by 2035
 Reduce per capita greenhouse gas
emissions from the transportation
sector 60 percent by 2035



Reduce regional per capita municipal
and industrial water use

Policies
1. Education and Support. DRCOG
will provide educational information
and support for local efforts to implement community design policies to
help integrate land use and transportation and meet the needs of people
of all ages, incomes and abilities.
2. Universal Design. Create built
environments that enable the widest
spectrum of people, regardless of
age, income or ability, to more easily
participate in community life. Design
civic buildings and spaces that are
accessible to all people, ensure safety
and comfort, support wayfinding,
facilitate social interaction and can
be easily adapted to meet changing
needs. Increase the supply of
housing that allows older adults and
persons with disabilities to easily live
in and visit homes.
3. Housing Options, Location and
Affordability. Allow and encourage
a diversity of housing types and a
mix of housing densities to accommodate residents throughout the
various stages of their lives, including
Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs).

Locate housing to maximize access
to employment, services, shopping,
volunteer and educational opportunities, entertainment and cultural
venues. Increase access to, and
availability of, affordable rental and
for-sale units that meet the region’s
present and future housing
demands.
4. Density. Promote development
densities that make walking, bicycling or taking transit viable options
to reduce reliance on the automobile
and enhance the independence of
people who prefer not to drive or are
unable to because of age, income or
ability.
5. Distance-to-Transit. Allow for
transit use and increase the mobility
of transit-dependent populations by
promoting higher-density development, including housing that is
suitable for people of all ages,
incomes and abilities, within a
half-mile walking distance of transit.
6. Diversity. Promote mixed-use
development that locates compatible uses close together, such as
housing for older adults near social
service providers, medical offices and
shopping opportunities.

7. Development Patterns. Promote
human-scaled (as opposed to
auto-oriented) development patterns that are easy to navigate,
enhance multimodal connectivity
and maximize the ability of all
people to access opportunities.
Create pedestrian- and bicyclefriendly environments by providing
sidewalks, narrowed street crossings
(distance across street), curb ramps,
adequate crosswalk signal timing,
medians as midway stopping points,
traffic calming measures, bicycle and
pedestrian access to transit facilities,
and improved bike paths and trail
systems. Establish “level-of-service”
standards for pedestrian and bicycle
facilities.

Accommodating All Ages, Incomes
and Abilities
DRCOG first introduced community design
concepts into Metro Vision in 2005, with the
addition of the Senior-Friendly Development
element. This addition recognized that our
region’s rapidly increasing population of older
adults will require development patterns that
support the needs of residents as they age.
Since 2005, DRCOG has placed an increasing
emphasis on integrating the needs of older
adults throughout the planning process.
Simultaneously, our region has grown increasingly aware of the fact that planning, service
and infrastructure decisions that enable
independence for older adults tend to also
meet the needs of other users. For example,
well-designed pedestrian environments
increase the mobility of everyone including
older adults, parents with strollers, people with
disabilities, and anyone who chooses to walk
to their destination.
In this plan update, the DRCOG Board expanded the Senior-Friendly Development element
to highlight the importance of community
design as a tool for better meeting the needs
of residents of all ages, incomes and abilities
and for more successfully integrating land use
and transportation.
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Transportation
The transportation system is integral to the
growth and development elements of Metro
Vision. The system both affects, and is
affected by, the location and type of development that occurs.
Vision: A balanced sustainable multimodal
transportation system will include rapid
transit, a regional bus system, a regional
roadway system, local streets, bicycle and
pedestrian facilities, and associated system
and travel demand management services. The
integrated components of this system will
provide reliable mobility choices to all of
its users: residents and visitors of all ages,
incomes and physical abilities, as well as
businesses that provide services and produce
or sell goods. Users will ﬁnd the transportation system easy to access, safe and secure,
and it will permit efﬁcient state and nationwide connections for people and freight.
Goal: Provide safe, environmentally sensitive,
efficient, and sustainable mobility choices for
people and goods; and integrate with and
support the social, economic and physical land
use development of the region and state while
supporting the following Metro Vision Goals:
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Urban Centers will accommodate 50
percent of new housing and 75 percent
of new employment between 2005
and 2035;

 Increase the rate of construction of

alternative transportation facilities;
 Reduce the percent of trips to work by
single occupancy vehicles (SOV) to 65
percent by 2035 (per US Census);
 Reduce the regional per capita VMT by
10 percent by 2035; and
 Reduce the annual per capita greenhouse gas emissions from the transportation sector by 60 percent by 2035.
Policies
1. System Preservation. Assure existing
and future transportation facilities are
maintained and preserved.
2. Transit. Provide increased transit
service and facilities to accommodate
an increasing share of daily travel,
encourage transit-oriented developments and provide mobility options.
3. Roadways. Provide a sustainable
roadway system to enable safe and

efficient travel by automobiles, trucks,
buses, and bicycles.
4. Management and Operations. Make
the best use of existing and future
transportation facilities by implementing measures that actively manage and
integrate systems to optimize system
performance and safety, provide
accurate real-time information and
reduce per capita vehicle miles
traveled (VMT).
5. Rights-of-Way Preservation. Reserve
adequate rights-of-way in newly
developing and redeveloping areas
for pedestrian, bicycle, transit and
roadway facilities.
6. Denver Central Business District.
Improve and maintain efficient transportation access by all modes to
downtown Denver.

February 16, 2011
7. Safety. Develop and maintain a safe
transportation system for all users.
8. Security. Develop and maintain a
transportation system that provides
increased security for all users.
9. Bicycle and Pedestrian. Provide
robust bicycle and pedestrian accessibility throughout the region.
10. Interconnections. Provide efficient
interconnections of the transportation
system within modes, among different
modes, and between the metropolitan
area and the rest of the state and
nation.
11. Transportation-Efﬁcient Housing
and Business Developments. Design
new developments within communities to allow the efﬁcient movement of
pedestrians, bicyclists, buses and
motor vehicles within, to and through
the area.
12. Land Use Integration. Implement
transportation system components
that support Metro Vision’s urban
growth boundary/area, urban centers,
open space and associated concepts.

13. Transportation for the Disadvantaged. Provide a transportation system
that considers the needs of and
impacts on minority, low-income,
elderly and disabled persons.
14. Environmental Quality. Develop and
maintain a sustainable transportation
system that protects and enhances air
quality, energy efficiency, and the
overall environment.
The regional multimodal transportation
system, including the roadway and rapid
transit systems shown on the following
pages, will have a signiﬁcant impact in
shaping future development patterns. The
system will support the development of
urban center locations and help guide
growth within the urban growth boundary/
area. This chapter outlines the needed
transportation system for the year 2035. A
companion document, the 2035 Metro Vision
Regional Transportation Plan, provides
greater detail about the subjects covered in
this chapter. The 2035 MVRTP also identiﬁes
action strategies associated with each of the
transportation policies and major capital
improvements for which funding is expected
to be available by 2035.
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Metro Vision Multimodal
Transportation System
The envisioned multimodal transportation
system for the Denver region includes many
integrated elements. These elements will
provide reliable mobility choices to all types
of users.

Regional Roadway System - The Metro
Vision regional roadway system depicted on
the previous pages includes freeways,
tollways, major regional arterials, and principal arterials; it reﬂects new roadways and
interchanges and, widened roadways and
improvements to existing interchanges
throughout the region.

Regional Rapid Transit Rail - The
Metro Vision Plan builds on the current light
rail transit lines by identifying ﬁxedguideway rapid transit corridors (see page
27) in three system tiers.
Tier 1: Base Fiscally-Constrained Rapid
Transit System – This system includes
light rail, commuter rail, freeway bus
rapid transit facilities and bus/high-occupancy vehicle corridors currently operating or included in the Regional Transportation District (RTD) FasTracks Plan.
Tier 2: Potential Regional and State
Intercity Corridors – Several potential
corridors traverse major developed areas
within the region and/or provide service
to and from other parts of the state.
Funding has not been identified for these
corridors.
Tier 3: Conceptual Preservation
Corridors – Future rapid transit corridors
are located along, or leading to, major
circumferential roadways. Rights-of-way
in these corridors will be preserved to
the extent possible for potential rapid
transit use in the future.
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Bus and Other Transit Services - The
Denver metro region will provide a variety of
other transit services. In particular, there will
be a greater need for alternative demandresponsive services for the growing elderly
population and people with disabilities.
Categories of bus and other services include:











Fixed-route bus service
Bus rapid transit
Park-n-ride lots and transfer points
Call-n-ride service
Specialized transit service for the
elderly and people with disabilities
 Rural and intercity service
 Private service (e.g. casino buses, ski
resorts, and intercity carriers)
Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities - Provision
of pedestrian and bicycle facilities--combined with efficient land development
design--can help reduce the growth of motor
vehicle travel and lead to reductions in air
pollutant emissions and energy consumption. The following types of facilities for
non-motorized travel will be provided with a
primary focus on travel for work, personal
trips, business and shopping:







Multipurpose trails (off-street “bike
paths”)
On-street bicycle lanes
Paved shoulders and wide curb lanes
Key connections such as cul-de-sac
cut-through paths and straightforward
connections through developments to
building entrances
Improved bicycle actuation and
appropriate pedestrian timing/indica tions at traffic signals
Overpasses and underpasses

Multimodal Passenger Facilities - Denver
International Airport will be the most important transfer point in the state for air passenger trafﬁc, providing connections to national
and international destinations. Denver Union
Station will become a major intermodal
passenger terminal serving regional as well
as state and national rail passenger service.
Freight Railroads and Intermodal Facilities
- Two major railroad companies serve Colorado today, the Union Pacific Railroad and
Burlington Northern Santa Fe (BNSF), and
carry an enormous amount of freight to,
from and through the Denver region. Construction of a new freight railroad line to the
east of Denver could divert a signiﬁcant
number of north-south trains out of communities such as Castle Rock, Littleton, Denver,
Commerce City and Brighton. Large amounts
of cargo are transferred between rail cars and
trucks at the railroad intermodal terminals in
Denver and Commerce City. Thousands of
packages and containers are transferred daily
between airplanes and delivery vehicles at
air cargo terminals adjacent to Denver
International Airport and to a lesser extent,
at some of the region’s reliever airports.

 Continuous sidewalks
 Appropriate intersection treatments

including crosswalk markings, pedestrian signal indicators, signal actuation
and road narrowing techniques
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System Management and OperationsActions to actively manage the transportation system and improve efﬁciency are
especially important as congestion worsens
and include:











Traffic signal system improvements
Site-speciﬁc operational improvements
(e.g., intersection turn lanes, acceleration/deceleration lanes and slow-moving vehicle lanes)
Bus operation improvements and
passenger information systems (signs
announcing bus arrival times)
Driver information systems such as
variable message signs
Incident management such as courtesy
patrols, highway shoulders for disabled
vehicles, and coordinated incident
management plans and procedures
Intelligent Transportation System
improvements
Access management on major regional
and principal arterials and on freeways
(i.e. ramp metering)

Travel Demand Management - The goal of
travel demand management strategies is to
reduce the demand for single-occupant
vehicle travel, either by eliminating trips,
shortening trips, changing the mode of
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travel or changing the time of day a trip is
made. Activities include:

lated and implemented. DRCOG will continue to work with all of the involved agencies, as appropriate.



Carpool/vanpool and schoolpool
marketing and facilitation
 Encouragement of telework and
variable work schedules
 Promotion and availability of alternative travel modes (walking, bicycling,
transit)
 Promotion of development design
principles that encourage alternative
travel modes.
Safety and Security - About 210 people die
and 23,000 are injured in more than 74,000
traffic crashes in the Denver region each
year. These events dramatically impact the
region’s quality of life. Related impacts of
crashes such as traffic congestion also have
an economic impact on residents and
businesses. The region will continue to fund
projects that include features to improve
safety. A transportation system that is secure
in terms of the infrastructure itself and for its
many users requires the collaborative and
coordinated efforts of many departments of
local, regional, state and federal agencies.
Vulnerabilities of the multimodal transportation system and potential threats will be
evaluated and appropriate responses formu-

System Preservation - It is extremely
important for the region to preserve and
maintain the existing system of major capital
facilities such as sidewalks, bicycle facilities,
rapid transit guideways, transit vehicles,
roadways, bridges and other facilities.
Maintaining systems management infrastructure such as traffic signals, traveler
information systems, pavement markings
and signs is equally important. The region’s
limited funds must be used strategically for
the most critical and cost-effective system
preservation needs.
Aviation - Air transportation is an important
element of the regional transportation
system. The function of each airport in the
region will ensure all general aviation needs
are addressed. Denver International Airport
will serve as the region’s air passenger carrier
airport. Responsible land use regulation to
protect airports from encroachment of
incompatible development is essential. At
the same time, airport operations will be
sensitive to noise impacts on adjacent land
uses.

Fiscally Constrained
Transportation Element
DRCOG estimates the total cost to implement, operate and maintain the entire Metro
Vision 2035 transportation system, as presented in this plan, is about $133 billion.
However, the current estimate of reasonably
expected revenues through 2035 is only $93
billion. Federal law requires DRCOG to
prepare a ﬁscally constrained transportation
plan that assumes only reasonably expected
revenues. The fiscally constrained plan
contained within the 2035 Metro Vision
Regional Transportation Plan clearly acknowledges the severe shortage of transportation funds expected in the future to meet
the region’s transportation needs.
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Environment
The Denver region’s environmental setting is
one of our greatest assets. Mountain views,
large expanses of land and pleasant weather
have drawn people to the area for centuries.
As the area becomes more populous, our
region must take care to ensure these assets
don’t disappear. The goals and policies in
this section of the plan seek to preserve
adequate open space, clean air and water for
generations to come. The maps on this page
highlight some key preservation focus areas
our region has identified.

Preservation Focus Areas

Legend
River and Reservoir Preservation Focus Areas
Parks and Open Space 2004
Urban Growth Boundary 2035

Legend
Mountain and Plains Preservation Focus Areas
Parks and Open Space 2004
Urban Growth Boundary 2035
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More detailed maps and background information related to Metro Vision’s Environment
section are available on the DRCOG website
at www.drcog.org.
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Parks and Open Space
Vision: By 2035, the region will have protected its major natural resource areas, including
the mountain backdrop, riparian corridors,
and other key open space and wildlife
habitat. Several key working farms and
ranches adjacent to the urban area will be
preserved. Recreational areas in both developed parks and passive open space will be
readily available and accessible to the
region’s residents. The region’s open space
will help define the urban area and separate
communities.
Goal: Establish an integrated, linked, permanent parks and open space system that will
include a variety of open space and make
appropriate open space accessible to all of the
region’s population. A minimum of 880 total
square miles of parks and open space should
be protected by 2035.
Policies
1. Focus Areas. Metro Vision encourages preserving open space in key
focus areas, as shown on page 32.
2. Agriculture. Agricultural resources
of state or national significance, and
ranches and other grazing lands of
local or regional importance should
be preserved. They are integral to the

region’s heritage, and economic and
cultural diversity.
3. Natural Resources. Natural resource
areas will be conserved and protected
for future generations. Important
natural resources include surface
waters, riparian areas, wetlands,
forests and woodlands, prairie grasslands, wildlife and wildlife habitat,
other environmentally sensitive lands
and commercial mineral deposits.
4. Hazard Areas. Where practical,
natural (geophysical) and humanmade environmental hazard areas
will be used and managed to
contribute to a regional open space
system in the region. Public rights-ofway, such as utility corridors and
other places where land development is constrained, should also be
used to augment open space.

ment, and encourage communities
to be compact.
7. Prominent Features. The region will
preserve prominent geologic and
geographic features and important
cultural resources for their visual,
historic and educational values.
8. Trails Network. Metro Vision calls for
an area-wide trails network to link
open space and provide access. This
network should take full advantage of
all potential connections, including
road and railroad rights-of-way,
floodplains, ditch service roads and
utility corridors.

5. Recreation. The physical and
aesthetic enjoyment of the out-ofdoors will be provided for in an
integrated regional parks and open
space system.
6. Urban Shaping. Protected open
space lands will help shape future
urban growth and land develop-
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Water Conservation
Vision: The Denver metro region will maximize the wise use of limited water resources
through efficient land development and
other strategies, recognizing that no single
strategy will meet the state’s water needs
and the region will need to pursue a range of
strategies concurrently.
Goal: Reduce regional per capita municipal
and industrial water use by working with
municipalities, counties, water providers and
other stakeholders within the next 6 to 12
months (February 2012) to identify a specific
numeric target or measurable benchmark
against which to measure progress.
Policies
1. Regional Collaboration. DRCOG
will bring together local governments, water providers and other
stakeholders to facilitate collaborative efforts to promote water
conservation.
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2. Best Practices. DRCOG will work to
increase understanding of the link
between land development and
water demand, and to identify best
practices for promoting the efficient
use of water resources across the
region.

3. Efficient Land Development.
Compact development, infill and
redevelopment consistent with
DRCOG’s urban growth boundary/
area and urban centers policies will
help reduce water demand and
related infrastructure costs.

Water Quality
Vision: As a semi-arid region, the Denver
area values its water resources. Metro Vision
seeks to ensure that, to the extent possible,
every stream, lake and reservoir in the area
will be fishable and swimmable. The Colorado Water Quality Control Commission
identifies standards for the anticipated uses
of water resources in the state. These standards will be achieved to protect water
quality. DRCOG’s Clean Water Plan, a companion document to the Metro Vision Plan,
provides the forum for discussing water
quality goals. Interested parties within the
region have different interpretations of the
meaning of “clean” water. By coordinating
water quality planning at the regional level,
DRCOG will balance these divergent community interests. Matching wastewater facilities
plans with expected urban growth will
reduce infrastructure costs. New facilities will
be sized to match demand and built as
needed. The planning will also ensure
potential conflicts between different providers are avoided. The best management
practices for addressing nonpoint pollution
will also allow urban development to take
place with the least impact on water quality.
Goal: Restore and maintain the chemical
and physical integrity of the region’s waters
to ensure clean water for residents and a
balanced, healthy, ecological community.

Policies
1. Wastewater Treatment. Metro
Vision calls for identifying an effective regional system of wastewater
treatment facilities that meets federal
and state standards. Wastewater
management strategies will be
implemented locally.
2. Wastewater Service. Development
should only be allowed in areas
where sewer service is already
available, where new wastewater
facilities can be established consistent with state-adopted stream
standards and the Clean Water Plan,
or in areas where on-site or individual sewage disposal systems are
deemed appropriate.
3. Nonpoint Sources. Local actions will
reduce pollution from stormwater
and other nonpoint sources. All
development in the region should
follow adopted grading, erosion and
sediment control ordinances to
minimize sediment and other pollutant runoff into the region’s waters.

life. These activities should take into
account the needs of both the
natural environment and other
resource uses, such as water supply.
5. Watersheds. Water quality planning
will be coordinated through a
bottom-up, watershed-based
process. Watershed management
strategies will be identified.
6. Water Supply. Integrated resource
management programs should be
developed that deal effectively with
the relationships between water
quality management and water
supply.
7. Aquifers. To avoid groundwater
contamination, land uses such as
waste injection wells and sanitary
landfills should not be permitted
over alluvial aquifers or above
recharge areas to bedrock aquifers.
Development over areas with permanently high groundwater levels
should use appropriate mitigation
measures.

4. Ecological Community. Water
quality protection and water
resource management initiatives will
achieve a locally defined, balanced
community of fish and other aquatic
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Air Quality
Vision: Growth, land development and
regional transportation have a significant
effect on the region’s air quality. The region
will develop in a way that reduces growth in
transportation-related air pollution. Metro
Vision’s development pattern will reduce
growth in vehicle trips and miles of travel.
Slowing the expansion of the urban area,
supporting mixed, higher-intensity land uses,
and increasing density around mass transit
will be key urban development strategies to
increase transit usage. Helping freestanding
communities become more self-sufficient
will also help contain the growth of vehicle
trips and miles of travel. Because regional air
quality is closely linked to automobile
emissions, it will be critical to provide alternatives to the private passenger vehicle, as
proposed in the regional transportation plan.
Goal: Protect human health and environmental quality by achieving and maintaining
ambient air quality standards.
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Policies
1. Mobile Sources. Metro Vision calls
for reducing growth in mobile source
air pollution emissions by providing
travel alternatives, improving the
efficiency of the regional transportation network and changing key
features of the development pattern.

In combination, these will help
achieve national, state and
regional air quality objectives.
2. Stationary Sources. Metro
Vision calls for reducing the
growth in stationary source
emissions.
3. Wind Erosion. Metro Vision
encourages local governments
to review and modify their
development regulations to
include controls for wind
erosion resulting from grading,
construction, recreation or
poor land management
practices, such as overgrazing.
4. Accessibility. Metro Vision
encourages local communities
to modify their local comprehensive plans and zoning
ordinances to improve community accessibility and to provide
additional pedestrian, bicycle
and transit travel opportunities.

Ozone – a Persistent Problem
Ozone, which forms when volatile organic compounds
(VOCs) and nitrogen oxides (NOx) react in the presence
of sunlight, is a persistent problem in our region.
Emissions associated with motor vehicles, gasolinepowered equipment, oil and gas wells, electric power
plants, and industry are the primary human sources of
ozone formation. High levels of ozone can impair
breathing and respiratory health, primarily for children,
the elderly and physically active people.
In 2007, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
designated the Denver region plus two counties to the
north in non-attainment of federal ozone standards. In
2010, the EPA proposed a further strengthening of the
ozone air quality standard. Meeting the new standard
will be challenging, due in large part to a growing
Front Range population and associated increases in
vehicle miles traveled (VMT) and use of coal-generated
electricity.
The Regional Air Quality Council (RAQC) is charged with
leading the effort to develop and implement a plan to
get our region back on track and in compliance with
federal standards. Together with DRCOG and other
partners, the RAQC is evaluating all the different
emission sources, setting goals for emissions reductions, and identifying strategies for achieving those
goals. Many Metro Vision policies, such as the Urban
Growth Boundary/Area and investment in multimodal
transportation infrastructure, will help lower ozone
levels by reducing the need to drive.

Noise
Vision: Excessive noise is a nuisance and a
potential public health concern. It can also
impact property values and destabilize
neighborhoods. Metro Vision seeks to ensure
residents of the Denver region will have minimal exposure to excessive noise levels
associated with roadways, trains, aviation,
commercial and industrial land uses, special
events and temporary construction activity.
Minimizing this exposure will help preserve
the region’s quality of life.

Goal: Minimize exposure to excessive noise
levels associated with land use and transportation activities.
Policies
1. Location and Mitigation. Metro
Vision calls on the region to ensure
new or expanded regional
transportation facilities are located
and designed to maintain acceptable noise levels. That includes
considering adjacent land uses and
using appropriate mitigation
measures (e.g., landscaping, noise
barriers, traffic control and other
noise-attenuating techniques).

2. Retrofit. Where practical, Metro
Vision encourages retrofitting
existing facilities to mitigate noise
impacts on adjacent, noise-sensitive
land uses.
3. Airport Noise. Metro Vision calls for
minimizing noise exposure around
airports, consistent with Federal
Aviation Administration policies and
local airport noise standards.
4.

Local Noise Standards. Metro
Vision supports local development
regulations establishing noise and
land use compatibility standards
(e.g., use restrictions, buffering and
limitations on hours of operation).

5. New Development. Metro Vision
recommends locating new noisesensitive development away from
planned or existing major noise
sources such as airports and
freeways.
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Extent of Urban Development (Square Miles)
20061
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Adams County2
Arapahoe County3
Arvada
Aurora2
Bennett
Black Hawk
Boulder
Boulder County
Bow Mar
Brighton
Broomfield
Castle Rock2
Centennial
Central City
Cherry Hills Village
Clear Creek County
Columbine Valley
Commerce City
Dacono
Deer Trail
Denver
Douglas County
Edgewater
Empire
Englewood
Erie
Federal Heights
Firestone4
Foxfield
Frederick
Georgetown

22.4
18.9
27.0
67.5
0.8
0.2
22.2
21.7
0.3
9.5
19.3
19.5
23.3
0.3
2.4
8.4
0.8
25.1
1.3
0.7
102.7
51.9
0.7
0.2
6.4
6.1
1.5
3.1
0.1
4.8
0.5

20351

29.5
30.8
34.5
89.6
6.4
1.9
24.1
22.2
0.3
24.4
27.4
25.1
23.6
1.0
2.5
8.6
0.8
40.0
8.9
1.0
112.8
63.0
0.7
0.3
6.6
20.2
1.5
9.3
0.1
17.5
1.1

2006 – 2035
Change
7.1
11.9
7.5
22.1
5.6
1.7
1.9
0.5
0.0
14.9
8.1
5.6
0.3
0.7
0.1
0.2
0.0
14.9
7.6
0.3
10.1
11.1
0.0
0.1
0.2
14.1
0.0
6.2
0.0
12.7
0.6

Annual Percent
Change
1.0%
1.7%
0.8%
1.0%
7.4%
8.1%
0.3%
0.1%
0.0%
3.3%
1.2%
0.9%
0.0%
4.2%
0.1%
0.1%
0.0%
1.6%
6.9%
1.2%
0.3%
0.7%
0.0%
1.4%
0.1%
4.2%
0.0%
3.9%
0.0%
4.6%
2.8%
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20351

1.0
0.5
12.5
6.3
0.5
54.2
6.9
41.2
0.2
11.6
3.9
21.4
7.1
0.8
1.3
0.5
1.0
5.9
15.1
2.1
0.1
3.0
24.1
24.4
11.9
na

1.0
0.5
14.7
6.3
1.0
58.2
12.3
45.9
0.6
11.9
8.1
33.3
9.5
1.2
14.4
1.5
1.4
6.5
21.3
2.1
0.3
4.0
41.6
29.3
12.1
5.7

0.0
0.0
2.2
0.0
0.5
4.0
5.4
4.7
0.4
0.3
4.2
11.9
2.4
0.4
13.1
1.0
0.4
0.6
6.2
0.0
0.2
1.0
17.5
4.9
0.2
na

0.0%
0.0%
0.6%
0.0%
2.4%
0.2%
2.0%
0.4%
3.9%
0.1%
2.6%
1.5%
1.0%
1.4%
8.6%
3.9%
1.2%
0.3%
1.2%
0.0%
3.9%
1.0%
1.9%
0.6%
0.1%
na

Total member 2006 urbanized
area and 2035 UGB/A allocation
727.1
Total non-member urbanization6
5.2
Total member plus non-member 732.3

980.1
12.7
992.8

253.0
7.5
260.5

1.0%
3.1%
1.1%

Gilpin County
Glendale
Golden
Greenwood Village
Idaho Springs
Jefferson County
Lafayette
Lakewood
Larkspur
Littleton
Lone Tree
Longmont
Louisville
Lyons
Mead
Morrison
Nederland
Northglenn
Parker
Sheridan
Silver Plume
Superior
Thornton
Westminster
Wheat Ridge
Currently Unallocated5

2006 – 2035
Change

Annual Percent
Change

Notes:
1. The areas listed in this table are not the incorporated
area of the community. They represent the existing
amount of urban area within current jurisdictional
boundaries as of 2006 and the forecast area to be
urbanized by that jurisdiction by 2035.
2. The allocations in this table for Adams County,
Arvada, Aurora, Castle Rock, Longmont and Thornton
are not fully represented in the UGB/A maps. These
communities use a separate tracking system (Urban
Growth Area) and only map areas already committed
to development.
3. The 5.2 square miles allocated to Arapahoe County
for development of a portion of the Lowry Range is
contingent upon the State Land Board permanently
protecting the remaining tract of land south of
Quincy Avenue as open space.
4. Longmont and Firestone are currently attempting to
resolve a conflict over the annexation of an area
located in southwest Weld. Resolution of this dispute
may result in changes to the UGB/A allocations for
these communities.
5. “Unallocated” includes UGB/A previously allocated to
land-locked communities that is no longer needed
because of the new mapping methodology instituted
as part of the 2035 plan. These communities are:
Bow Mar, Cherry Hills Village, Englewood, Federal
Heights, Greenwood Village, Lakeside, Northglenn,
and Sheridan.
6. Non-members include Fort Lupton, Hudson,
Jamestown, Lakeside, Lochbuie, Mountain View, Ward
and Weld County (unincorporated areas). DRCOG does
not allocate UGB/A to these communities, but includes
them here to provide a complete accounting of the
2006 and forecast 2035 extent of urban development.
The non-member 2006 urbanized area includes 2.8
square miles located within member UGB/A. The
members and corresponding square miles of urban
area within their UGB/A is as follows: Brighton 0.1,
Dacono 0.1, Erie 0.1, Firestone 0.5, Frederick 0.9,
Lochbuie 0.1, Longmont 0.6, and Mead 0.4.
7. Data current as of January 2011.
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Designated Urban Centers

Community

Urban Center Name

Arvada

Candelas
Olde Town/New Town
Ralston Fields
1st Avenue Center
56th Avenue
Airport Gateway
Aurora City Center
Buckingham Center
Colfax Avenue
E-470 / I-70
Fitzsimons
Hampden Town Center
I-225/Parker Road
Iliff Avenue Center
Jewell Avenue
Smoky Hill
28th/30th Streets (BVRC)
Downtown Boulder
Gunbarrel Activity Center
University Hill
Adams Crossing Activity Center
Bromley Park Activity Center
Downtown Brighton Activity Ctr
Prairie Center Activity Center
I-25 & SH 7 Activity Center
Interlocken Loop Activity Center
Original Broomfield TOD
Urban Transit Village

Aurora

Boulder

Brighton

Broomfield
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Associated Rapid
Transit Station
Olde Town Arvada
Arvada Ridge
Abilene
40th and Airport
Abilene

Colfax
Dayton
Nine Mile

Boulder Transit
Gunbarrel

Flatiron Crossing BRT
US 36 / 116th BRT
US 36 / 116th BRT

Size

Planned
Household
Density
at Build-out

(Acres)

(HH/ Acre)

(Emp. / Acre)

4
9
9
10
7
30
7
10
7
5
10
19
25
10
7
1
8
9
4
8
9
1
2
3
3
3
4
9

20
28
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
39
20
20
20
20
20
36
51
55
25
20
20
20
20
30
27
23
43

629
158
257
339
203
40
681
414
336
1,043
821
105
209
315
294
375
634
382
138
542
779
393
178
36
270
586
36
250

Planned
Employment
Density
at Build-out
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Community

Urban Center Name

Denver

10th & Osage Station
29th Ave. Town Center
38th and Blake TOD
41st and Fox TOD
62nd and Pena TOD
Alameda Station
Bear Valley
Bellview Station
Broadway Station TOD
Central Business District
Cherry Creek
Colorado Blvd and Smith Road
Colorado Blvd Health Care District
Colorado Station
Denargo Market
Denver Technology Center
DU Campus Urban Center
East Colfax Main Street
Evans Station TOD
Federal and Decatur TOD
Federal and Evans
Lowry Town Center
MLK Town Center
Pena & 40th
Southmoor Park TOD
St. Anthony’s Urban Center
Stapleton Multimodal Station
Stapleton North Regional Center
Tamarac & Hampden
Sheridan Station
Highlands Ranch Town Center
CityCenter Englewood

Denver/Lakewood
Douglas County
Englewood

Associated Rapid
Transit Station
Auraria
38th and Blake
41st Avenue
Alameda
Bellview
I-25 & Broadway
Multiple Stations
Colorado Boulevard
Colorado Center
Belleview
University
Evans
Federal Boulevard

40th and Airport
Southmoor
Central Park

Sheridan Boulevard
Englewood

Size
(Acres)
146
90
238
59
161
201
83
51
145
1,688
672
73
137
171
99
287
204
499
45
155
60
92
27
50
50
30
63
240
79
109
165
62

Planned
Household
Density
at Build-out
(HH/ Acre)
15
7
11
7
15
7
5
39
31
17
8
10
15
11
18
2
12
18
8
13
30
7
11
10
8
67
16
3
5
16
7
8

Planned
Employment
Density
at Build-out
(Emp. / Acre)
22
20
42
37
30
26
20
150
69
92
30
20
102
37
32
105
20
20
36
23
22
20
22
20
22
67
32
26
35
22
20
30
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Associated Rapid
Transit Station
Community

Urban Center Name

Glendale
Golden
Jefferson County

Glendale City Center
Golden Downtown
Bergen Park
Bowles
C-470 Corridor
Fehringer Ranch
Southwest Plaza
Denver West/CO Mills Center
Lakewood Center
Oak Street
Union Center
Wadsworth Boulevard
Lincoln Station TOD
RidgeGate City Center
CBD of Longmont
Ken Pratt Extension
North Main Street AC
SH66 Mixed Use Corridor
Twin Peaks Activity Center
I-25 Corridor
Northglenn City Center
Greater Downtown District (Parker)
Superior Town Center
Eastlake
I-25 / Hwy 7 Activity Center
North End Station
Thornton City Center
North I-25 Activity Center
S Westminster Activity Center
West 120th Ave Activity Ctr
Westminster Ctr Activity Ctr
Westminster Promenade Act Ctr

Lakewood

Lone Tree
Longmont

Multiple
Northglenn
Parker
Superior
Thornton

Westminster
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Associated Rapid
Transit Station

Oak Street
Federal Center
Wadsworth Boulevard
Lincoln
RidgeGate Parkway
Downtown Longmont

Multiple Stations

124th
162nd

S. Westminster / 71st Ave.
Westminster Center
US 36 & Church Ranch

Size
(Acres)
353
132
149
264
826
334
293
546
288
287
639
294
61
195
591
158
122
159
240
5,956
252
280
81
99
502
126
491
561
232
591
622
538

Planned
Household
Density
at Build-out
(HH/ Acre)
9
20
2
3
5
1
2
6
31
10
16
10
13
11
3
1
2
1
2
6
7
1
3
7
3
28
4
1
4
3
1
4

Planned
Employment
Density
at Build-out
(Emp. / Acre)
37
20
20
25
32
24
28
24
35
20
37
20
87
31
22
21
20
20
20
45
20
20
21
38
86
23
65
33
21
21
21
21

Appendix C
Supporting Plans and Documents
The following are available on DRCOG’s website at www.drcog.org.
 Metro Vision 2035 Growth and Development Supplement – This is a technical appendix to Metro Vision that
provides more detailed information about the land use-related elements of the plan. It includes definitions, policy
clarifications, supporting policies and procedures, maps and background information.
 2035 Metro Vision Regional Transportation Plan (MVRTP) – This plan addresses the challenges and guides the
development of a multimodal transportation system over the next 25 years. It reflects a transportation system
that closely interacts with the growth, development, and environmental elements of Metro Vision. Plan and
program documents amplifying specific sections of the MVTRP include the following:

•

Transit Element of the 2035 MVRTP – This document expands on the transit sections of the 2035
MVRTP and provides framework for the coordination of transit services in the DRCOG region.

•

Pedestrian and Bicycle Element of the 2035 MVRTP – This document provides greater detail
of the plan and guidance for providing quality facilities and encouraging pedestrian and
bicycle travel in the DRCOG planning area.

•

Regional Intelligent Transportation Systems Strategic Plan – This document augments the
system management and operational improvements element of the 2035 MVRTP by identifying technology concepts that can improve traffic flow and transit trips, and provides the
basis for funding decisions regarding their deployment.

•

Regional Travel Demand Management (TDM) Strategic Plan – This document expands upon
the TDM section of the 2035 MVRTP and helps guide expenditures of funds for TDM efforts.

•

2012-2017 Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) – The TIP is the short-term programming document implementing the fiscally constrained RTP and identifies all federally
funded transportation projects in the Denver region over a six-year period.
 Various environmental plans

•

Clean Water Plan – This is the area-wide plan for wastewater treatment for the next twenty years.
As an element of Metro Vision, the Clean Water Plan links water quality and regional growth.

•

Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan – This multi-jurisdictional plan identifies natural hazards in the
region, assesses their risk to communities, and identifies local mitigation strategies and actions.

•

Regional Open Space Plan – This plan creates a regional vision for a system of linked and
integrated open space coordinated with the other Metro Vision elements.
 Four Year Area Plan on Aging – This plan provides strategies to meet the needs of the region’s older
adults, including legislative advocacy, public education for older adults and their caregivers,
Ombudsman Program compliance, in-home services, family caregiver support, transportation, health
promotion, mental health, safety promotion, livable communities, public education and outreach, rural services,
care coordination and management, etc.
 Various additional issues papers, fact sheets and reports provide additional background and context
related to Metro Vision goals and policies
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